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Businesses across the economy are experiencing disruption to their normal operations as a result of the Covid-19 
pandemic, with supply chains and markets impacted within Australia and across the world.  These impacts vary across 
businesses, resulting in a range of responses and people considerations.

Covid-19 Crisis | How has business been impacted?
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Businesses may be considering a range and combination of options depending on their circumstances.

Covid-19 Crisis | What workplace options do 
business have?
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Covid -19 Crisis | Key risks over calendar 2020
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 Do we have the right approach to 
workplace relations?

 Are we shaping the organisation to 
cope for the future?

 Do we have the right leadership 
skills to lead going forward

Living with Covid-19 | Managing People

Capacity

Skill Mindset

Organisational structures across time horizons

Respectfully reducing workforce size 

Rapidly growing teams, including sourcing and 
onboarding talent in todays environment 
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ISSUE KEY QUESTIONS  AROUND WORLPLACE RELATIONS

Workplace relations maturity • How mature is your workplace relations function to deal with rapid and ongoing changes to 
workplace relations environment?

• Do you have the right governance, capability and strategy in place to be nimble and responsive as 
you navigate through this crisis whilst mitigating reputational and compliance risks?

Changes to ordinary span of hours 
and remote working

• What controls are in place to monitor impacts on pay if people are working outside the ordinary 
span of hours or working remotely with little supervision?

If pivoting product/service 
offerings 

• Are sufficient controls in place to ensure industrial instrument provisions have been complied with. 
For example, if employees are doing new work, what does this mean for their classification under 
an award/enterprise agreement?

Compliance with Obligations • Are you compliant with obligations around consultation within your modern award and/or 
enterprise agreement/s when making changes?

• How will you ensure compliance with ongoing changes to modern awards for 2020?

• How are you maintaining compliance with Work, Health and Safety obligations for employees 
working in different (including remote) locations?

It is important that you have a good workplace relations strategy in place when considering options to adapt. 

Covid-19 Crisis | Implications for managing people
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ISSUE KEY QUESTIONS  AROUND WORKFORCE

Wellbeing • How are you monitoring the wellbeing and mental health of your workers in different locations?

Organisational Shaping and 
flexibility

• How are you identifying the size of the workforce for the next few months and organising your 
structure appropriately

• What consideration have you given to the size and shape of your workforce going forward?
• What flexibility is available to assist in maintaining jobs while navigating the crisis such as changes 

to hours of work and span of hours, exploring access to paid and unpaid leave.  What changes to 
the Fair Work Act and modern awards can assist?

Productivity  • How are you maintaining and tracking productivity/engagement with employees working 
remotely? 

• How are you supporting you employees to work in new environments?

Engagement • How are you maintaining connection of staff working from different locations?

• How are you maintaining connection with stood-down employees in preparation for an upturn?

Access to Government support 
packages

• How do decisions around employment impact access to government support packages during the 
crisis?

Covid-19 Crisis | Implications for managing people
It is important that you consider what factors are likely to impact your workforce and what is the best response to this.
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ISSUE KEY QUESTIONS  AROUND LEADERSHIP

Capacity/Capability to deliver to 
the standards required

• Do we have the right adaptive leadership skills in place to manage and support our staff?
• Are we maintaining the skills and capacity needed

Clarity of Expectations • Are leaders keeping their teams informed and clear about their new/changing  work expectations?

Evaluation of actual performance • Are leader checking in on the effectiveness of different work locations?

• Are there regular check-ins with staff in remote locations?

Motivation to sustain and meet 
expectations

• What strategies are you developing to keep people motivated for the long haul?

• Do people have the right balance between autonomy and direction?

Appropriate infrastructure to 
underpin performance

• Do people have the right equipment to support their working arrangements?

• Is there a fair distribution of workload?

Support within the team and for 
the individual

• How are staff uncertainty conversations being managed – how are leaders checking-in?

Covid-19 Crisis | Implications for managing people
It is important that your leaders are equipped to deal with this in the long term and remain adaptive to changing context 
and circumstances.
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Contact Details

Scott Gartrell
Executive Director

Workplace Relations Advisory
sgartrell@kpmg.com.au

(02) 9335 7764

Jane Gunn
Partner

People and Change
janegunn@kpmg.com.au

(02) xxxx



What’s next in the series?
The UK View - Why now is a great time for RegTechs to break into the UK Market

The UK View - Why now is a great time for RegTechs to break into the UK Market

14 May: #RegTechEdgeNoBorders Digital Transformation RegTech Solutions 
in a COVID-19 world 

May and June: #RegTechEdgeNoBorders – topics to be announced soon 

18 March, 2021: #ACCELERATERegTech 2021



Not an RTA Member?

The UK View - Why now is a great time for RegTechs to break into the UK Market

The UK View - Why now is a great time for RegTechs to break into the UK Market

Sign up at www.regtech.org.au/join




